Art for Integration

Writing ,poetry and painting by all
Göttingen, December 2006

I-INSUP IN A FEW WORDS
Since its creation in 1978, INSUP
TRAINING has developed into one of the
major organisations involved in vocational
training in the south west of France
Established as a non-profit institution,
our emphasis is placed on training or retraining of young people and adults in the
tertiary sector.
Our headquarters are located in
Bordeaux. INSUP also comprises 15
branches located all over the Aquitaine
region.
Headquarters : 37 rue Labottière 33000 BORDEAUX
Tel : 05 56 01 31 70
Fax : 05 56 52 37 76
Bordeaux@insup.org
www.insup.org

II-TRAINING/INTEGRATION BASED ON A PROJECT
OF ARTISTIC CREATION

The collective project (1)
Per origin

1.Target group
Young people aged 16 to 25, a majority of
them relatively lacking autonomy and with a
low level of qualification, but with the ability
to participate actively in a training and
integration pathway. At the beginning of the
project, the participants had no previous
training in artistic creation.

Foreigner
10%
Acquired

French

citizenship

61%

29%

Per status

Per type of living conditions

With
friends

Residence
10%

Homeless
4%

Beneficiaries

Live alone

Jobless +1 year
27%

10%

minimum income
2%

12%

Jobless 1 year
23%

In family
64%

Jobless -1 year
48%

The collective project (2)
2.General Objectives
• Re-gaining confidence in one’s learning abilities
• Establishing positive relationships with one’s
environment
• Establishing links between various forms of
knowledge and between cultures
• Discovering the workplace as a learning place
• Presenting and implementing a project
• Facilitating multi-cultural integration

The steps of the project (1)
1. Setting up a group dynamics
Learning to discover oneself and to integrate cultural differences

2. Sensitization to creation and to collective work
Creation is used to meet a challenge: using creation as a form of
expression and language and to test the relevance of the collective
project with and for the group

3. Exploration of the techniques used
- Learning and adopting techniques in literary and art creation.
- Use of mixed and combined techniques

The steps of the project (2)
4. Final work development
- Definition of the result to achieve: model, layout, assembly, collage …
- Gathering and selection of images and texts, definition of aesthetic choices and form of the
final productions is made as a group.
5. Collective evaluation at the end of these 3 phases
- A critical evaluation on the production
- Selection of the tasks that will be the prime resource for the final work, taking into account
their artistic qualities and their adequation with the topic defined.
6. External dissemination and testimony on the experience as perceived from inside
- Presentation of the exhibitions to the general public
- Sharing of the common experience

The collective project (3)
3. Ways and means
• Writing workshops
• Art workshops
• A workshop on social and daily environment
• A workshop on professional environment
• A workshop on NICT
The objective is to produce a collective art and writing creation.

III-ACHIEVEMENTS 2005/2006

"TRANS-PENSER LES ESTAMPES À-FRANCHIR"
Target group
•

Public: 52 young trainees with learning
difficulties, aged 16 to 25, having all been
faced with failure at school and working as
groups of a maximum 15 participants

•

Writing workshops

•

Artistic creation workshops

Specific objectives
•

To meet a personal challenge by creating a «
post book"

•

Regaining personal confidence, feeling able to
bring a positive personal element to a
collective project

"La roue tourne", gypsy art
• Target group
9 persons, mostly women
• Specific objectives :
– Working with young Gypsies
and Manouches on art creation
projects
– aiming at changing the
representations society has on
travellers
– The objective is to value their
qualities, skills and their
capacity to produce something
of professional quality.

The young artists have entered their
texts and poems in the national
poetry competition organised by the
League for Human Rights

"On the perpetual way nomad thoughts"
• Target group
Encounter between a 10thgrade class
from a junior high school and a group
of 11 young people aged 11-25 for a
common art project. Groups consisted
of the same proportions of sedentary
members and of travellers.
• Specific objectives
- Working around a commonly-approved
theme: "Travel"
- A means of evasion for some, a
lifestyle for the others,faciliting
communication between the
"travellers" and "non-travellers
Exhibition march 2006

IV-CONCLUSION
All the material produced has widely contributed
to a work on cultural integration thanks to:
• Awareness over the collective group,
• The discovery of the capacity to achieve something
together,
• The desire to play a role as part of the group on the
basis of individual contributions

Personal results
•

Awareness on one’s value and ability to produce results in areas which
had been unexplored so far and considered as out of reach,

•

Learning to be curious about the others,

•

The acceptation of cultural differences as a source of personal
development,

•

Learning about tolerance to allow everyone to find one’s place and
obtain some kind of recognition

•

Establishing undisputable social intercultural links

•

Re-valorisation of one’s abilities to consider a future to the training
project under the form of an additional qualification course or towards
direct integration in a job. Indeed, the self-confidence developed
during the project contributes directly to personal development.

Outcome of the participants
Situation at the end of the training course

Outcome of the participants of
the project "Trans-penser les
estampes à-franchir"

Stopped training
16%

Employment
10%

Other

Continued

16%

training
29%

Jobseekers

Outcome of the participants of the
project "Gypsy Art":

29%

Situation at the outcome of the training course

Other cases

This training course has been a source of rich
personal development for all the participants.
Tangible results, since 39% among them have
entered a qualification course or find a job at
the end of the module.

11%
Continued training
45%

Personal project
44%

